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Before factoring an
algebraic expression, be
sure to find the factor
corTt p teir,ns,,in,'
the 4xpls i$6.,. :. .,
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A factor is a number or expression that evenry divides into another
with no remainder. To factor an argebraic expression is to find the
greatest number or expression that evenly divides each term in the
given expression. This is the greatest common factor (ccry of the
expression.

What is the GCF of the terms shown below?

16x 20y 362

None of the variabres are the same, so find the GCF of each
coefficient.

Factors of 16: j,2, 4, g, 16
Factors of 20. 1,2, 4, 5, 10, 20
Factors of 36: j, 2, 3, 4, 6, g, 12, 18, 36

Common factors of each coefficient are 1, 2, and 4.

4 is the GCF of 16x, 2Oy, and 362.

What is the factored form of the expression below?

8pr-32pq-18q2
There are no common variabres to ail three terms, so first find
the GCF of each coefficient in the expression.

Factors of 8: 1,2, 4, B

Factors of 32: 1, 2, 4, B, 16, 32
Factors of 18. 1,2,3,6, g, 18 The GCF is 2.

Next, divide each term by the GCF.

The factored form is the product of that quotient and the GCF.

have no common
factors other than 1.

Bpz-32pq-lgqz : 4p2 - $pq - 9q,

The factored form of Bp2 - 32pq _ 1gq, is 2(4p2 _ j6pq _ 9qr).
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SAMPLE Which two factors have the produc t 2ln2 + 7n - 7?

A 7and3n2+n-1r

B 7and14n2+n-1

1 What is the GCF of 45y,2 + 18y2?

18

45

5 the area of a rectangle equals its length
times iG width. The length of this rectangle
is 9 inches.

C 21andn2+n-1

D 21 and3n2 + n - 1

A6
B9

A10
820

c

D

Which expression has a GCF of 6?

A 6w2+g c 24Al+36

B 12w2-3 D 3ovl-18

What is the GCF of the expression below?

'180a+200ab-120b

9 in.

The area of the rectangle is 36x - 27y
square inches. Which expression represents
the width, in inches, of this rectangle?

A 4x-2y C 6x-2y
B 4x-3y D 6x-3y

7 Todd wrote the expression below.

12yo-32f22+8za

Write this expression as the product of two
factors.

A +(3y4 - Byzrz + 2za)

B aQy4 - 4fr, + z4)

C AQy4 - 4fz, + z4)

D lZ(y4 - 32f22 + 824)

c30
D40

What is the factored form of 35y + 21?

A s(7y + 3) c 7(sy + 3)

B 5(7y + 21) D 7(sy + 21)

The expression 24r + 20s - 36t has one
factor of 4. What is the other factor?

A 6r+5s-9f C 6r+20s-36t
B 8r+4s-9t D 2Or+16s-32t
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SAMPLE Ray factored the expression 3of - 90x + 45 as 5(6f - 18x - 9).
ls this expression fully factored? Explain how you know.

Answer

What is the GCF of the terms shown below?

4Om2 64mn 4Bn

Answer

Factor the expression 279

Answer

+ 21h + 12j + 18k

What is the factored form of 20x - 50xy - 25y?

Answer

11 Justine wants to factor the expression 16a - 40b by first finding the
GCF. How can you tell if she factors out the correct GCF?

10
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12 Collette wants to factor the expression below,

80c3-48c+60

Part A What is the GCF of this expression?

Answer

Part B What is the factored form of the expression? Show your

work.

Answer

13 Jacob attempted to fully factor the expression below

8x + 12y - 202 : 2(4x + 6y - 1Oz)

Part A What error did Jacob make factoring this expression?

Part B What is the fully factored form of this expression?

Answer
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